“A great civilization is not conquered from without, until it has destroyed itself from within. The essential causes of Rome’s decline lay in her people, her morals, her class struggle, her failing trade, her bureaucratic despotism, her stifling taxes, her consuming wars.”

~ Will Durant ~
“A cultural revolution is taking place across our land, and opponents can expect no mercy. It is Mao Zedong meets Joseph McCarthy. It is unhealthy; it is oppressive; it runs counter to our nation’s long-cherished traditions of liberty and free expression; and it leaves millions of ordinary people feeling alienated, dismayed and bewildered.”

~ Paul Embery ~

**Autonomous Zones Are Not Autonomous**

by David Solway

The reason for their lack of viability is that they are ‘by nature’ unproductive. That few people seem to have recognized the fact is remarkable. Such quasi-political units can exist only parasitically on the charity, forbearance, and timorousness of the surrounding society they have rejected and regard as an enemy to be resisted or defeated. They are unable to generate wealth and do not—cannot—produce anything of value even to satisfy their own wants. They are economic vacuums, takers, not
makers. And when there is nothing more to take, they must necessarily implode.

They are barren colonies with no idea how to persist, let alone flourish, on their own terms. They are leeches and sycophants on the outside world but refuse any form of symbiosis. In short, they constitute a dead end.

These microdots are defined by the twin attributes of ignorance and hypocrisy and are wholly dependent on the world they have rejected. Left to themselves they will collapse and die. A community that does not till, mine, invent, build, and trade must wither on the vine. A society of whatever magnitude that is inherently unproductive cannot survive without continual infusions from beyond its boundaries or, as history has amply demonstrated, by raids of aggression against “the other.”


The link between George Orwell, George Floyd and the Jews

Anybody who believes that the goal of the protesters – certainly those rioting and looting, but even the ones marching and chanting peacefully – has been to raise consciousness about the unfair treatment of blacks is missing the point and the bigger picture. What has become clear during the past few weeks is that the motive of the radicals leading the campaign is not to improve America by eradicating its social flaws. It is, rather, to demonize the country’s birth as a nation and delegitimize its entire existence, just like its enemies abroad, such as Iran, but from within.

https://www.jpost.com/opinion/the-link-between-george-orwell-george-floyd-and-the-jews-opinion-632825

This is not the French Revolution; it is the acting out of spoiled, ignorant and ungrateful thugs

BLM “leader” Hawk Newsome in NY told several gushing cable news hosts they are going to “shove legislation down our throats.” These violent rioters are insisting their demands be met or else! Or else? As for men like Churchill, Eisenhower and Reagan who saved Western Civilization, these anarchists know nothing. They only know they want to tear it all down
because this country is so racist, so inequitable. The fact that our African Americans, like all Americans, immigrant or native born, have a better quality of life here than in any other country is not at all relevant to these malcontents. They thrive on anger.

https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2020/06/this_is_not_the_french_revolution_it_is_the_acting_out_of_spoiled_ignorant_and_ungrateful_thugs.html

Cops Are the Good Guys

Are cops perfect? Of course not. And no one should expect them to be. But every single day, under the most difficult conditions, the police protect us from the bad guys. In other words, they do their job and they do it well. Former Milwaukee County Sheriff David Clarke makes it very clear: cops are not the problem.

https://www.prageru.com/video/cops-are-the-good-guys/

10 Takeaways from the Anti-Police Brutality Protests by Larry Elder

CNN's Chris Cuomo believes people have a right to engage in violence. About the anti-police protests, some violent, CNN's Chris Cuomo said, "And, please, show me where it says that protests are supposed to be polite and peaceful."


When Marxist Mobs Come for the Liberals by Daniel Greenfield

What the mobs are out to destroy, most of all, is that old liberal vision of America. And, by the time they’re done, if there are any liberals still left, they will throw them in the same rivers and fires in which they’re casting those old symbols of progress, the explorer who defied the skeptics, the men who envisioned a representative republic, the emancipation of the slaves, and a modern America. The mobs are coming for our history and our future. They’re coming for America and for progress. Americans used to believe that things will get better. The mobs are here to destroy that hope.
Mohammed Ali’s Son Takes Aim At Black Lives Matter

Mohammed Ali, Jr defended both the police and President Trump. He said that police don’t “don’t wake up and think, ‘I’m going to kill a n——r today or kill a white man.’” Although he argued that the killing of George Floyd was wrong people ‘don’t realise’ there was more footage and Floyd was clearly ‘resisting arrest’. Ali Jr, who is Muslim, slammed Antifa and backed Donald Trump’s recent decision to classify them as a terrorist organisation:


Why Trump Isn't Taking Action in Seattle

It’s certainly frustrating to watch a pack of reeking leftist scumbags declare a portion of an American city an “autonomous zone” – what is it with Democrats and their secession fetish? – but do not get frustrated because Donald Trump has not sent the 101st Airborne in to powerwash the human grunge from Seattle’s feces-bedecked streets. That’s what the Democrats want. And Trump – a better strategic thinker than all the media geniuses, hack politicians, and Afghan War-losing generals who cry about him – is not only not going to give them the victory they crave. He’s going to jam their cheesy plan down their throats.

The 45 Communist Goals (1963)

Joseph Stalin quotes “America is like a healthy body and its resistance is threefold: Its patriotism, its morality, and its spiritual life. If we can undermine these three areas, America will collapse from within.”

https://edberry.com/polymontana/the-45-communist-goals-1963/
2020 Election Will Be a Contest of the Angry By Victor Davis Hanson

Much of the country believes that America is racist, cruel, and incapable of self-correction of its so-called original sins — without a radical erasure of much of its past history, traditions, and customs. Racism, the protesting Left says, is in the American DNA. It finally requires massive cutting, chemotherapy, and radiation — treatment that deservedly will sicken and may even kill the host.

https://www.nationalreview.com/2020/06/2020-election-contest-of-the-angry/

Who dares resist the Thought Police?

The disturbing thing is that this ‘cancel culture’ has taken hold not because it can claim support among the mass of the population, but because a minority of intolerant fanatics has somehow managed to cow everyone else into submission. They have effectively been allowed to set the boundaries of acceptable debate on certain topics, to decide on behalf of us all what constitutes a legitimate opinion, and to determine the sanction to be imposed upon anyone who refuses to comply.


The Great Awokening and the Second American Revolution

Imagine a country whose collective memory has been upended, with a new constitution, anthem, and flag, its name changed from the sinful “America” to something less tainted. Far-fetched? Not according to data I have collected on what liberal white Americans actually believe. Only a renewed American cultural nationalism can resist it.

https://quillette.com/2020/06/22/toward-a-new-cultural-nationalism/

Black Lives Matter is the New KKK

Black Lives Matter has become a modern militant arm of the Democrat Party. BLM terrorizes those who disagree with the Democrat Party’s radical agenda. Members of the BLM target whites, and black Republicans, doing
what they can to use fear and terror to silence the Democrat Party’s opposition. To criticize BLM is to place yourself in grave jeopardy, for they are merciless, and extremely violent in their attempt to influence the system, and to overthrow the U.S. Constitution which they consider racist, and because they feel it gives whites too many benefits and privileges. As far as they are concerned, the death of their opposition would be a good start.

https://canadafreepress.com/article/black-lives-matter-is-the-new-kkk

Candace Owens Video: What Does Black America Want?

In this new video, Candace Owens discusses the hot-button issues of the day: reactions to her viral video on Black Lives Matter, Rayshard Brooks, defunding the police, and the state of Black America. Don't miss it!


First: Confederate statues. Now, statues of founders. Next, Jesus. Their real target: America

Twentieth century Italian communist, Antonio Gramsci, is widely considered as the father of Cultural Marxism. Known as Obama’s ideological mentor, Gramsci summarized his stratagem for dismantling Christianity in western nations in this quote:

“Socialism is precisely the religion that must overwhelm Christianity. Socialism will triumph by first capturing the culture via infiltration of schools, universities, churches and the media by transforming the consciousness of society.”

Gramsci referred to his stratagem as “the long march through the institutions,” i.e. infiltrating a society’s cultural institutions, and gradually supplanting the traditional values and principles of those institutions with communist doctrine.

https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2020/06/first_confederate_statues_now_statues_of_founders_next_jesus_their_real_target_america.html
Minnesota State Rep: Antifa and Muslim Groups Plan to ‘Police Minneapolis Under Muslim Rule’
Robert Spencer

As the city of Minneapolis moves to dismantle its police force, Minnesota state Rep. Steve Green on Tuesday stated the obvious that virtually everyone else has been tiptoeing around and pretending isn’t there: “What you’re looking at, in my humble opinion, is communism moving into Minneapolis and St. Paul.” And not just Communism, but the Leftist/Islamic alliance. Green asserted that Antifa and Muslim organizations plan to “police Minneapolis under Muslim rule.” Those who scoff at such a notion simply aren’t paying attention to recent developments.


A Colossal Humanitarian Hoax

Face Masks: The Radical Leftist Symbol of Submission by Linda Goudsmit

The leftists and the Islamists both have established educational wings to propagandize Americans toward their respective ideologies. They both have established violent paramilitary factions in the United States to terrorize the public and impose their ideologies when persuasion and propaganda are not enough. The Islamists have their jihadis and the radical leftists have ANTIFA and Black Lives Matter (BLM); all unapologetic domestic terrorists.

The Culture War on America is part of the overriding globalist war on American national sovereignty. The leftist, Islamist, globalist, Chinese communist axis participating in the war on America now has its own symbol disguised as public health - the COVID19 face mask. signaling.

The enemies of America are exploiting public fear of death and dying for political gain. It is a colossal humanitarian hoax. Mandated masks, mandated social distancing, mandated prolonged business and school
closures are sinister efforts to establish a new normal of submission in America. This is how the radical left intends to settle America!

- Say NO to settlement by Islamists.
- Say NO to settlement by radical leftists.
- Say NO to settlement by globalists.
- Say NO to settlement by Chinese communists.
- Say YES to freedom in our constitutional republic, the United States of America!

Take off your masks America and refuse to submit!

http://goudsmit.pundicity.com/24330/face-masks-the-radical-leftist-symbol

Covid-19

Covid-19 Has Turned Public Health into a Lethal, Patient-Killing Experimental Endeavor

Who or what is willing to maim and kill patients in order to kill hydroxychloroquine’s use in Covid-19? This is an ongoing medical atrocity being perpetrated by medical doctors at 200 sites in 14 countries: include: Australia, Belgium, Canada, Croatia, Germany, Hungary, Ireland, Netherlands, New Zealand, Portugal, Romania, Spain, United Kingdom, and the United States of America.


Black Lives Matter Founders

In 2013, Opal Tometi collaborated with Alicia Garza and Patrisse Cullors to co-found Black Lives Matter (BLM), an online platform designed to stoke black rage and galvanize a protest movement in response to the acquittal of George Zimmerman, a white man who was tried for murder and manslaughter after he had shot and killed a black Florida teenager named Trayvon Martin in a highly publicized February 2012 altercation.
Alicia Garza

Born in 1981, Alicia Garza is a self-described “queer” social-justice activist who reveres the Marxist revolutionary, former Black Panther, and convicted cop-killer Assata Shakur for her contributions to the “Black Liberation Movement.” Garza is likewise a great admirer of Angela Davis (another Marxist and former Black Panther), Ella Baker (an avowed socialist who had ties to the Communist Party USA and the Weather Underground), and Audre Lorde (a black Marxist lesbian feminist).

https://www.discoverthenetworks.org/individuals/alicia-garza/

Patrisse Cullors

“We aim to sharpen our practice of joint struggle against capitalism, colonialism, imperialism, and the various racisms embedded in and around our societies.” Other notable signatories included Angela Davis, Cornel West, Mumia Abu-Jamal, and rapper Talib Kweli.

https://www.discoverthenetworks.org/individuals/patrisse-cullors/

Opal Tometi

Born in 1984 to parents who had immigrated illegally from Nigeria to the U.S. during the previous year, Opal Tometi grew up in Phoenix and attended the University of Arizona-Tucson, where she earned a BA in history and an MA in communications & advocacy. During her college years, Tometi volunteered for an American Civil Liberties Union project that monitored and reported on the activities of “vigilantes” who sought to prevent illegal immigrants from entering the United States.

https://www.discoverthenetworks.org/individuals/opal-tometi/

Dave Rubin

This is really all you need to watch today. It can happen here too. pic.twitter.com/aRTijiBTRX
Argentina – This is how socialism works

This short history lesson happened in Argentina, and it’s now happening in the U.S. “Don’t Cry For Me, Argentina” or should it say “Don’t Cry For Me America”.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=33i_BAhuiE0

Canada

City of Toronto protects violent protesters, kicks out Rebel News reporter

Within seconds of our state visit, our videographer was attacked, having his camera smacked and pushed. While that is likely our own fault for having the audacity to film on the most obvious form of public space, we were soon informed that our mere presence in the area was indeed a form of violence, whereas their physical assault was not, due to the fact it was only property damage.

Perhaps more interestingly, while the destruction of property does not seem to matter, our newly un-elected “officials” of City Hall were quick to point out that they maintained the right to deny our access since we were on in fact on “stolen Indigenous land,” which they have recently declared their property exclusively.


Muslim who glorified jihad murderers appointed Secretary of Fatah Movement in Canada

It is bad enough that there is a Fatah Movement in Canada at all, given the jihad activity of its parent group in the Palestinian Authority. The Canadian branch’s support for jihad violence is out in the open: “Nabil Nassar, who has repeatedly glorified terrorists on social media, was recently appointed Secretary” of the movement’s Canadian branch. Under the Trudeau government and its “anti-Islamophobia” motion M-103, Islam must not be offended, but incitement to hatred against Israel, and calls to obliterate it and hate all Jews are fine.
No Justice for Murder Victim Anne Widholm; No Peace for Innocent Victims

In Canada, a man of 21 such as Habibullah Ahmadi can attack and kill a 75-year-old grandmother such as Anne Widholm and gain complete protection from publicity. In Canada, a man like Habibullah Ahmadi can also expect courts to keep key proceedings secret. In such cases, news reports come across as government press releases, with the investigative instinct little in evidence.

She was murdered by a man in a brutal attack but feminists did not denounce the killing as toxic masculinity, or an example of violence against women. In Canada, the worst violent criminals enjoy more rights and protections than innocent victims out for a walk after church on a Sunday morning. As they say, no justice no peace.
GREAT WALL OF SHAME: They Signed the Letter Calling On Canada To Surrender To Communist China

Here are the 19 "prominent" Canadians who advocated for judicial interference and the release of communist princess Meng Wanzhou. They should all get audited for their ties to Chinese money.


Legitimization of Aboriginal Violence as a Political Weapon

Natives claim that as "victims of past injustices by whites", they should enjoy immunity when they blockade roads, cut down hydro towers, set fires, throw rocks off overpasses (1,500 incidents over a five-year period), issued death threats, assault police officers and firebomb power stations.

https://www.eurocanadian.ca/2020/06/legitimization-aboriginal-violence-as-political-weapon.html

Canada Loses Coveted 'AAA' Debt Rating

Canada is no longer among the small group of countries that enjoy the prestigious “AAA” debt rating at the world’s three major credit agencies. Fitch Ratings announced Wednesday it’s downgrading the country’s debt to the second-highest rating, AA+, due to governments’ increased debt during the COVID-19 pandemic. Canada has lost the coveted "AAA" credit rating at Fitch Ratings, the result of rapidly growing government debt.

https://www.huffingtonpost.ca/entry/credit-rating-canada-deficit_ca_5ef3984bc5b615e5cd383684

C3RF Update – 26 June 2020

This week’s update reflects on the value of leaders prepared to bend the knee to the mob narrative. How much credibility and integrity do they bring to job of serving a country and its citizens if they are prepared to meekly accept the worst that is said about them? It matters not that related charges of systemic racism are neither defined nor substantiated as these leaders are prepared to live a lie if it means a political win. If ever there
was a time to speak truth to power, this would be it. Just don't expect it from this lot.

https://www.canadiancitizens.org/single-post/2020/06/25/C3RF-Member-Update---26-June-2020

**Freedom of Speech**

Yes, free speech is for horrible Katie Hopkins, too

By failing to say what we are all expected to say today, Hopkins broke the golden rule of You Can’t Say That. Seeing less of Hopkins on social media may not seem much of a loss to intelligent debate. But her ban is another worrying sign of how free speech is being restricted to the point where we are ‘free’ to say the same as everybody else. Nothing should ever be put beyond criticism. That is why some of us have long championed the slogan, ‘Ban Nothing – Question Everything’. Her permanent ban from Twitter is another sign of our intolerant times

https://www.spiked-online.com/2020/06/22/yes-free-speech-is-for-horrible-katie-hopkins-too/

**Google, Facebook, Twitter censorship kills Voice of Europe site**

This is sad news, as Voice of Europe was a primary source for news about the jihad in Europe. That’s precisely why Google, Facebook, and Twitter targeted it for destruction. And they won’t stop with Voice of Europe. They’re determined to silence all of us, and their endeavor is well on its way to success, with virtually no pushback from anyone. The freedom of speech and free society as a whole is on the brink, but the people being targeted and destroyed have already been smeared to the degree that no one wants to spring to their defense and get tarred in the same way.

https://www.jihadwatch.org/2020/06/google-facebook-twitter-censorship-kills-voice-of-europe-site

**Can’t stand free speech? You’re fired! By Douglas Murray**
If publishing house after publishing house and paper after paper is going to be held hostage by the young army of bigots like the anti-Rowling brigade it is high time that somebody made an example of them. The people who cannot bear to work at a publishing house that publishes *The Ickabog* are a very good and agreeable place to start. There are at least 100 people at Hachette who have now identified themselves as ignorant of the tenets of a free society and utterly unsuited to the industry they have chosen to work in.

https://spectator.us/solution-jk-rowling-trans-row-free-speech-fired/

**Twitter Bans Amy Mek for Telling Inconvenient Truths**

She was not the first, and will not be the last. I’ve said it before and will doubtless say it again: if this isn’t stopped and the speech of dissenters protected, America will cease to be a free society and slip rapidly into authoritarian and totalitarianism. And I’ll keep saying it until they silence me as well.


**ANTIFA**

**Antifa Offers Perfect Cover for Jihad**

Antifa appears to be just as violent as the jihadist and offers perfect cover for jihad. America slowly has been going through a process called subversion. Regrettably, not many Americans have a slightest clue that this takes place daily here at home. Muslims have become calculatingly meek and mild in their demeanor. They have learned how the American system works. For now, they are not openly resorting to violent jihad although we know Islam cannot be separated from its most powerful tool, Jihad. Without Jihad, Islam would go through a slow death. Jihad is perpetual in Islam. They both need each other for their survival.

https://newswithviews.com/antifa-offers-perfect-cover-for-jihad/

**Advice on Contact Tracing**
If You’re White, You’re Racist. Period. By Bruce Bawer

Let’s put aside the hysterical rhetoric (*shattered, fraught, vexed, taxed, suffering, crushing*), which is common in efforts to sell ludicrous leftist claptrap, and ask: do whites really experience psychological torture because they know they’ve crushed black dreams? Does this claim ring true for anybody? Is life this simple – this black and white – for anyone? For heaven’s sake, we’re all individuals with different histories and different sets of problems. Yes, many of us, not just blacks, have suffered because we belong to some group. I’ve experienced personal and professional reversals because I’m gay. But that was along ago, in what now feels like another world.

https://cms.frontpagemag.com/fpm/2020/06/if-youre-white-youre-racist-period-bruce-bawer
The stories my father never told me

I wonder what my father would say if he saw people bending the knee to others in shame for being so privileged after everything he survived, never complaining, perhaps pretending it never happened. What would my father, Abraham, say to his Jewish great-grandchildren when they talk about Black Lives Matter, its connection to Louis Farrakhan, Jew hater extraordinaire, having lived through Jew hatred in Poland/Russia, whatever, before making it on his own at 12 to a new world? Are they at all aware of the life he led that made it possible for them to live the life they live? Is there any gratitude in that privilege?

https://dianebederman.com/the-stories-my-father-never-told-me/

The Death of Europe

Perhaps the best example of European ‘death-wish’ is the 2015 decision by German Chancellor Angela Merkel to invite and welcome over a one million migrants from Syria, Iraq, Afghanistan and Africa. All of the arriving migrants were from non-democratic countries. The vast majority of them were from Muslim societies, where western concepts of diversity, human rights, the rule-of-law, and tolerance are non-existent.

https://cms.frontpagemag.com/fpm/2020/06/death-europe-joseph-puder

YouTubes

Only One Islam with Dr. Bill Warner

We hear a lot about different kinds of Islam. How many kinds of Islam are there and which are the correct ones? What is the criteria of choosing the true Islam? We have to start with another question: what is Islam? It turns out to be very simple. Islam is the doctrine found in the Koran and the Sunna of Mohammed. Everything found in the Koran and Sunna is Islam and if it is not found in Koran and Sunna, it is not Islam. Once you know what Islam is, it is easy to talk about the different kinds of Islam.

https://www.politicalislam.com/only-one-islam
Dinesh D'Souza | United States of Socialism: Who's Behind It, Why It's Evil, How to Stop It.

Dinesh D'Souza joins Eric to discuss what's happening across the country using key points he makes in his new book, "United States of Socialism: Who's Behind It, Why It's Evil, How to Stop It."

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jeZRUt6dIR8

"The Jewish Algorithm" - A Commencement Speech from Rabbi Jonathan Sacks – beautiful!

As many young Jewish high school pupils and university students graduate after a strange and truncated academic year, I want to share a version of a 2017 speech I gave about "The Jewish Algorithm" because I believe it contains some crucial messages as you continue on your journey. Think of it as my commencement speech to you all! Mazal tov!


Please continue to pray for our Police
Without your help, our vital work in waging this battle of ideas would not be possible. Remember: Freedom is never free. Please make a donation.

[https://www.actforcanada.ca/donate/](https://www.actforcanada.ca/donate/)
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